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INTRODUCTION.
As early as March 8, 1911, Ernest Rutherford (1871-1937) writing to J.P.V.Madsen (1879-1969) in
Sydney from Manchester, indicated that he planned to attend the B.A.A.S Meeting to be held in
Australia in August 1914 & also with the intention of visiting his family in New Zealand. The decision
to hold the Australian Meeting had been made several months earlier. In his March letter Rutherford
set out his new theory of the structure of the nuclear atom which he had publicly announced the
previous evening to the Manchester Literary & Philosophical Society & which was followed up by
further verification experiments & a paper published in May 1911 titled “The scattering of alpha &
beta particles by matter & the structure of the atom” in the Philosophical Magazine. In this paper
Rutherford refers to J.P.V.M’s beta scattering work published in 1909 as evidence of his new nuclear
atom theory & this recognition had come about by the efforts of W.H. Bragg (1862-1942) who had
relocated from Adelaide University to Leeds University in 1909 & had collaborated with J.P.V.M in
Adelaide on a number of experiments & was in a good position to confidently describe to Rutherford
J.P.V.M’s “striking experiment” & JPVM’s plans for further work on thinner foils.
W.H.Bragg had embarked on a career of research in Physics in 1904 when he attended the
Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science in Dunedin. Knowing that Rutherford
would be there visiting from Montreal, Bragg presented the President’s Address for Section A
(Maths & Physics) on “Some recent advances in the theory of the ionisation of gases” & Rutherford
delivered a paper on “The heating effect of Radium emanation”. The subsequent research work back
in Adelaide by Bragg & Madsen was to further Rutherford’s ideas & they sought Rutherford’s
approval to do this.
At first Rutherford’s new theory was not accepted as it was not understood why the electrons within
the atom would not collapse on to the nucleus & it was the work of Rutherford’s student Niels Bohr
(1885-1962) at Manchester , who had returned to Copenhagen & in 1913 published three papers on
“The Constitution of Atoms & Molecules” in which he introduced the quantum in a novel way
suggesting energy shells of electrons. This provided a step forward for the theory of atomic
structure. One prompt response to Rutherford’s theory came in July 1911 in Nature from an
amateur Dutch physicist, Antonius Van Den Broek (1870-1926) who raised the idea of an atomic
number for elements being equal to the number of permanent positive & negative charges per
atom. Experimental work following up on this idea was carried out by another Rutherford student,
Henry Moseley (1887-1915), working in Manchester who had further developed the X-ray crystal
diffraction technique of 1912-1913 pioneered by WH Bragg & his son from Adelaide, Lawrence
(1890-1971). Moseley was able to establish a physical relationship between the energy of the atomic
nucleus & the atomic number of each element in the form of an updated periodic table originally
proposed by the Russian Chemist/Physicist Dmitri Mendeleev (1834-1907) in 1869. This work of
Moseley’s was carried out shortly before the start of WW1 & was referred to by Harry (&

Rutherford) at the B.A.A.S Meeting in Australia which he attended with his Mother, Mrs H N
Moseley. [Moseley was killed in the Dardenelles on August 10, 1915 at Chunuk Bair,
Gallipoli].[Robert Bragg (1891-1915), the younger son of WH Bragg was also killed at Gallipoli, Suvla
Bay on September 2, 1915].
Acceptance of these new concepts of the atom was further aided by the cloud chamber work of
C.T.R.Wilson (1869-1959) which was used for the first time for alpha particle tracking in March
,1911. J.P.V.M & wife Maud were both members of the Sydney Session of the B.A.A.S (August 2026) at which Rutherford delivered two papers on Gamma radiation, & Atoms & Electrons (a joint
presentation with the Chemistry Section). Prof James Pollock (1865-1922) & Prof. William Warren
(1852-1926) were the Sydney local Secretaries from Sydney University for Section A -Maths/Physics
& Section G-Engineering. Some 1800 local Sydney Members of the BAAS attended lectures &
excursions out of a total 4,500 local members for the whole of Australia with Sessions in Adelaide,
Melbourne, Sydney & Brisbane.
Slide 1. J.P.V.Madsen & the 1914 B.A.A.S Meeting in Australia.
The B.A.A.S was founded in 1831 with its first Meeting in York to redress the decline in British
science as highlighted by Charles Babbage (1791-1871) at Cambridge after the exhaustion of the
Napoleonic Wars & to follow a German model. Four early Sections of the B.A.S were Physics
(Mathematics), Chemistry, Geology & Natural History. Meetings were designed to improve the
perception of science & scientists in the UK & membership was open to all & many FRS members
joined. Annual Meetings since 1831 have been held within the UK in England, Scotland, Wales &
Ireland. On six occasions meetings have been held in Canada, Sth. Africa & Australia (Montreal 1884,
Toronto 1897, Sth Africa 1905, Winnipeg 1909, Australia 1914 & Sth Africa 1929).
Slide 2. Dmitri I. Mendeleev (1834-1907).
Mendeleev was born in Siberia & to get a better education his mother travelled all the way across
Russia to St. Petersburg in 1849 where he was able to enrol at the University where he obtained a
Masters degree in Chemistry in 1856. In the early 1860’s Mendeleev wrote the names of the 65
known elements on cards with their atomic weights & properties & was inspired to arrange them in
a table which allowed him to predict the properties of 8 elements which had yet to be discovered.
Mendeleev’s 1869 paper was translated into German & then into English which date wise was after
the English chemist John Newlands (1837-1898) work in 1865 on the ”Law of Octaves” & the German
work of Lothar Meyer (1830-1895) in 1864 on 28 elements classified by valence. It was the
completeness of Mendeleev’s Table & ability to predict missing elements which was different from
these other two.
Mendeleev was a chemist of genius & a 1st class physicist involved with many areas of research
including chemical technology (explosives, petroleum, fuels) & was responsible for introducing the
metric system to the Russian Empire ( in 1892 he was the Head of the Archive of Wights & Measures
in St. Petersburg).
Slide 3. Mendeleev’s Periodic Table.
From the hand written notes & the stepwise properties in Mendeleev’s paper (Slide 2) it appears
that he originally had an arrangement of 6 columns accounting for 60 elements shown & 8 gaps
(Including elements 21, 31, 32 & 43-Scandium, Gallium, Germanium & Technetium). Subsequent
development of the Periodic Table now have Group 0, Groups I-VII & sub Groups for I-VIII & also the
15 elements each in the Lanthanides & Actinides. It appears in the current day electron

configuration there is a 9th valence spin shell also. Just as Rutherford should have received a Physics
Nobel Prize for his Structure of the Atom, Mendeleev should have received a Chemistry Prize for his
Periodic Table.
Slide 4. Cavendish 1911 Reunion.
The Cavendish Laboratory at Cambridge University opened in 1874 with James Clerk Maxwell (18311879) a founder & the 1st Cavendish Professor of Physics, named after Henry Cavendish (1731-1810)
an English Scientist/Chemist who discovered hydrogen as a distinct element in 1766 & also William
Cavendish (7th Duke of Devonshire: 1808-1891) a relative & Chancellor of Cambridge University who
donated funds. J J Thomson became the Cavendish Professor of Physics in 1884 & in 1897
discovered the electron, the 1st sub atomic particle to be discovered & who had the concept of the
atom as a “plum pudding” model which was disproved by the large alpha & beta particle scattering
found by Rutherford & J.P.V.Madsen. A very large number (30+) Nobel prizes have been won by
scientists who have worked at the Cavendish & include, from the signatures shown of the 1911
reunion, W L Bragg (#5. LH), E Rutherford (#8 LH), JJ Thomson (#10. LH), N Bohr (#11. RH).[For
information the signatures of W H Bragg & J P V Madsen are shown} Charles Wilson of the Cloud
Chamber who received a Nobel Prize in 1927 did work at the Cavendish but not as a student, as he
had been at Manchester University. Ernest Rutherford succeeded J J Thomson as the Cavendish
Professor of Physics in 1919.
Slide 5. The Wilson Cloud Chamber Photographs & Schematic.
In March 1911, C T R Wilson was able to give his first demonstration of particle paths in his cloud
chamber. In a letter to JPVM of May 18, 1911 W H Bragg advises “C T R Wilson has given a paper at
the RS on a method of making visible the tracks of ionising particles. He is very excited about it: he
has been working at it for 2 years & has just been successful. He flashes the rays (Alpha, Beta,
Gamma & X) through the gas & takes an instantaneous picture of the fog caused by a simultaneous
expansion. The ions have not had time to spread & so you see the tracks. The photos for Alpha
particles they say are gorgeous. My boy (Bob) has seen them”. In the photograph shown an Alpha
particle is striking a Helium nucleus (ie. Another 2 Protons & Neutrons) which part at right angles.
The Schematic gives a further explanation of how the visible tracks are formed.
Slide 6. Wilson Cloud Chamber & Zeeman Effect.
At Slide 19 Ernest Rutherford’s Lecture in Melbourne on the atom for the BAAS is summarised & he
points out that the Wilson Cloud Chamber paths & the Zeeman Effect were 2 crucial sources of
evidence for his nuclear theory of the structure of the atom. Electrons had been discovered in 1897
by J J Thomson & the Zeeman Effect showed that all atoms must contain electrons. An exhibit of
Wilson’s Cloud Chamber apparatus is shown. In 1896 a Dutch physicist Pieter Zeeman (1865-1943)
measured the splitting of spectral lines by a strong magnetic field which was before Thomson’s
discovery of the electron & quickly became an important tool for elucidating the structure of the
atom. (Zeeman won the 1902 Nobel Prize for Physics).
Slide 7. W.H.Bragg & J.P.V.Madsen.
In September 1902 JPVM was appointed at Adelaide University to the position of Lecturer in
Electrical Engineering, teaching post graduate honours students & for the previous 18 months he
had been a Demonstrator & assistant Lecturer in Physics & Mathematics under Prof. W.H.Bragg. To
equip himself thoroughly for the responsibility of this new position for a high standard, he undertook
at his own expense, amounting to several hundred pounds, a trip through England & America to

obtain full advantage of both teaching & organisation of laboratories. JPVM’s Report of April 24,
1903 to the University Council refers to having visited Universities, Higher Technical Colleges & the
more important manufactories & installations in England & America. JPVM had identified that the
general type of course was much the same throughout consisting of groundwork in Mathematics,
Physics & Chemistry of 3 or 4 years duration with a specialisation in Electric Engineering taking place
in the latter portion. A thesis on an approved portion of work was required to be written up during
vacations. In the States there was a tendency towards large machines, large currents & high EMFs
whereas in England small size plant was considered sufficient for instructional purposes.
In 1904 JPVM applied for the position of Lecturer in Electrical Engineering at Sydney University with
very high references from W H Bragg & others but the role was given to Kilburn Scott from the UK so
JPVM remained in Adelaide (having married his wife Maud in Sydney) but with the opportunity to
work with W H Bragg on research experiments following WHB’s new found enterprise after the 1904
Dunedin ANZAAS, to work on Rutherford’s alpha particle investigations. Over the next 4 years W.H.B.
published 11 papers by himself or jointly with J.P.V.M., A.Kleeman & W.T.Cooke dealing with alpha
particles, ionisation, Roentgen rays, gamma rays & beta rays. J.P.V.M. published 3 papers in his own
name in 1908 & 1909 on ionisation, gamma rays & beta particle scattering. (It has been suggested
that in the photograph shown, Herbert Priest is with Bragg & JPVM in 1906. Priest was a BA. BSc &
Rhodes Scholar applicant in 1906 from Adelaide University who was appointed Acting Professor of
Physics at Adelaide in 1909 with Kerr Grant, a Melbourne University graduate). [W.L. Bragg went to
the University of Adelaide in 1906 at the age of 16 to study mathematics, chemistry & physics
graduating in 1908 & went to England with his family & entered Trinity College Cambridge in the
Autumn of 1909 excelling in mathematics & later transferring to Physics. At Adelaide University it
appears W. L. Bragg was taught Physics & Mathematics by his father & J.P.V.Madsen]
J.P.V.M took up the position of Lecturer in Electrical Engineering at Sydney University in March 1909
( appointed by Prof. W. H. Warren) & borrowed some apparatus from Adelaide University
(electrometer, chronograph, 2 samples of Radium & samples of Thorium & Uranium) for up to 6
months so that he could complete experiments before being replaced. From Leeds in 1909, where
WHB was now the Cavendish Professor of Physics, W.H.B wrote 4 lengthy letters to JPVM to
encourage him in his researches & a further 3 letters in 1911 whilst he was keeping in close contact
with Ernest Rutherford at Manchester, culminating in Rutherford’s March 8, 1911 letter & the May
1911 publication of his famous paper on Alpha & Beta particle scattering & the structure of the
atom, including reference to J.P.V.M’s Beta scattering. In May 1911 W H Bragg , with the assistance
of Rutherford, posted 30 mg of Radium to JPVM obtained at great expense from Braunschweig in
Germany.
In 1912, W.H.B. published a book “Studies in Radioactivity” in which he gives a detailed account of
J.P.V.M’s 1909 paper on Beta Scattering with which he was familiar & referred to by Rutherford
anticipating that further similar work using ultra thin foils was to be carried out by J.P.V.M but which
unfortunately did not succeed. J.P.V.M’s Beta scattering paper is noted for his observation that for
the thinnest foils he used (Aluminium, Silver, Gold & paper) that a beta particle would be scattered
only once which was contrary to J.J.Thomson’s theory of the atom as a “plum pudding” model where
a beta particle passing through an atom would be deflected multiple times.
Slide 8. Rutherford Atom March 1911.
The hand written note by Rutherford on the “Theory of Structure of Atom” & his initial proposal on
March 8,1911 of a model atom with a “ central point charge (either +ve or -ve ) & is surrounded by a
spherical distribution of electricity opposite in sign. One may suppose provisionally that this sphere

has a diameter of the same order as that of the atom as ordinarily understood. Theory as outlined
fits in well with observed facts.” In a handwritten footnote to his letter & abstract Rutherford says:
“Give my rememberances to Professor Pollock. I am hoping to visit Australia at the time of the
B.A.A.S Meeting”.
Slide 9. Antonius Van Den Broek (1870-1926).
In a letter dated June 23 to Nature (published July 20, 1911) A.Van den Broek in Holland wrote on
the subject of “The number of possible elements in Mendeleff’s “Cubic“ Periodic System”. He notes
that a reconstruction of Mendeleff’s “cubic” periodic system gives a constant mean difference
between consecutive atomic weights. He states that according to Rutherford’s recent paper on the
structure of the atom, the number of electrons per atom is half the atomic weight. The number of
possible elements is equal to the number of possible permanent charges of each sign per atom or to
each possible permanent charge (of both signs) per atom belongs a possible element. This letter
gave recognition to Rutherford’s new theory & set the stage for experimental work by H.G.Moseley
in 1913.
Slide 10. Bragg Snr. & Jnr. X-Ray Crystallography.
W. H. Bragg had for many years been interested in the nature of X-rays & as to whether they were a
particle or wave or even a combination of both & in June 1912 it came as sensational news from
Germany of the work of Max von Laue (1879-1960) in showing that X-rays could be diffracted in
passing through crystals.ie. that X-rays were waves. Bragg was greatly interested in this experiment
& in order to recreate Laue’s experiment designed & built an X-ray spectrometer ( a hybrid of an
ordinary spectrometer but with an ionization chamber: it is on display at the RI London) & was ready
for use by late 1912.
In the latter part of 1912, W.L.Bragg used a simpler interpretation of Laue’s phenomena by
considering the reflection of waves from parallel layers of atoms or diffracting points, where each
typical set of parallel crystal planes acts as a reflecting surface for radiation whose wavelength
fulfilled the Bragg Law ny=2 dsin a (d=distance between parallel crystal planes & a is the glancing
angle ie. The complement of the angle of incidence. Bragg Law as defined by W.L Bragg).In early
1913 the father & son published their 1st joint paper on the reflection of X-rays. In the early
experiments WHB made use of the ionisation chamber to detect & measure rays & was strikingly
successful with the ionisation spectrometer. The photographic method by 1914 had already been
used by H.G.J Moseley in his researches, but it was only later that WHB adopted it. (Laue received
the 1914 Physics Nobel & the Braggs the 1915 Physics Nobel).
Slide 11. Bragg X-Ray Schematic Spectrometer.
A schematic of the Bragg x-ray spectrometer is shown with the RI exhibit. It would appear that
WHB’s use of an ionisation chamber was inspired by his experience ( & also of JPVM’s) with it in
Adelaide.
Slide 12. Diamond Crystal & DNA.
With the new X-ray technique available from early 1913 the Braggs quickly looked to the diamond
crystal for examination & their results were published in Nature on July 31, 1913 identifying an
extremely simple structure with every carbon atom having 4 neighbours. Much later in 1952 when
WLB was Director of the Cavendish Lab the double helix of DNA was discovered using an X-ray
photograph by Rosalind Franklin (1920-1958) & collaborators F.Crick (1916-2004), J.D Watson
(1928-) & M Wilkins (1916-2004).

Slide 13. Bohr Electron Shells 1913.
Niels Bohr (1885-1962) was interested in electrons & he went to the Cavendish under J.J.Thomson in
September 1911 but failed to impress Thomson & was able to have Rutherford invite him to
Manchester where he became familiar with the new atomic structure devised by Rutherford & in
July 1912 Bohr returned to Denmark. In 1913 Bohr published a trilogy (July, September, November)
of papers in the Phil. Mag on the constitution of atoms adapting Rutherford’s nuclear structure to
Max Planck’s quantum theory & created his own model with definite electron shells as indicated in
the abstract from the Phil.Mag. When a negatively charged electron jumps between orbits an
amount of electromagnetic radiation is emitted or absorbed. As can be seen the electron
configurations he proposed have since been modified with 1st shell 2 electrons max, 2nd shell 8
electrons max, 3rd shell 18 electrons max & 4th shell 32 electrons max.
Slide 14. B.A.A.S Australia 1914, by ship from UK & return.
The Australian Government paid 15,000 pounds stg to the BAAS to provide 1st class passage of
prominent English scientists to come to Australia for the Sessions in Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney &
Brisbane. Some 300 English & some German delegates came & in a lot of instances wives &
daughters also came on what was really a major 3 month social event. As war had broken out at the
end of July 1914 passenger ships were requisitioned for troops so the return voyages had to be
reorganised but typically ships of around 10,000 tons such as the Euripides (which Rutherford came
on), Orvieto outbound & the Morea (which left Sydney on September 5, had 63 delegates on board)
which became a hospital ship. Of the 35 scientists from overseas countries 8 came from Germany
including a noted geologist Johannes Walther (1860-1937) who was allowed to return to England
with some of the others not detained in Australia for security but were immediately interned on
landing in Plymouth. Albrecht Penck (1858-1945) a noted German Geographer was a vice-president
in that Section & in Sydney stayed with the Consul General at the German Club. Rutherford
continued to New Zealand with his family & then returned to Manchester University to work on anti
U-Boat acoustic detection as did W H Bragg (who had remained in England) which was very
successful. [W L Bragg during the War in the Army carried out acoustic detection of artillery].
Slide 15. B.A.A.S Sections.
The BAAS President at the time of the Australian Meeting was W.Bateson (1861-1926) a noted
Biologist on genetics & hereditary who gave his address at the Town Hall . Section A (Maths &
Physics) involved Sir Oliver Lodge (1851-1940) & Ernest Rutherford as Vice Presidents with Prof.
J.A.Pollock (1865-1922) of Sydney University the local Sydney Secretary. Section B (Chemistry) had
joint Sessions with Section A for the purpose of talks by Rutherford & Section G (Engineering) had
Col. J. Monash as a Vice President & Prof. W.H.Warren (1852-1926) as the Sydney local Secretary.
Slide 16. J.P.V.M. June 1914, NSW Electrical Association.
In the Sydney Session of Section G (Engineering) some 12 presentations were made including 5 of an
electrical nature (Electric Railways for Sydney- J C Bradfield,(1867-1943) Conditions for safe use of
electricity-W.Thornton, The Balsillie system of wireless telegraphy-J G Balsillie (1885-1924) The
capacity of radio telegraph aerials- G W Home, Irrigation Dams & Hydro Electric power- E. Kilburn
Scott). Two months earlier JPVM had delivered a comprehensive Presidents address to the NSW
Electrical Association.

JPVM undoubtedly attended the 2 presentations by Rutherford at Sydney University & the Lyceum
Theatre. A crystal radio detector of 1913 invented by J G Balsillie & made by Shaw Works Randwick
is shown.
Slide 17. Sydney Local Members.
Many of the overseas visitors were hosted by Sydney Local Members, who generally lived fairly close
to the Central Railway & Sydney University. JPVM & wife Maud living in Roseville were among some
1800 local members for the purpose of the Sydney Session. Sir Philip Sydney Jones (1836-1918) a
former Vice Chancellor of Sydney University hosted H.G.J Moseley & his mother, Mrs H N Moseley
(the 1913 Womens chess champion in Britain: Harry’s father had died when he was very young) at
the Hotel Sydney, on Pitt St near Central. Sir James Fairfax (1863-1928) hosted Sir Oliver Lodge
(1851-1940), Lady Lodge & 2 daughters at Bellevue Hill. In Sydney Rutherford, Lady Rutherford &
their daughter were hosted by Dr.Gordon Craig at Centennial Park. Henry Tizard (1885-1959) stayed
at Potts Point with a Mrs Jamieson.
Slide 18. Sydney Programme.
The main events of the 7 day programme in Sydney from arrival by train from Melbourne to
departure by train to Brisbane centred on Sydney University but with various excursions out of
Sydney & functions at the Town Hall. Prof. W H Warren of Sydney University Engineering is shown &
a BAAS Members ticket used in Melbourne but probably something similar was used in Sydney as
well.
Slide 19. Rutherford Talk at the Lyceum Theatre on Atoms & Electrons.
In the BAAS Report there is an abstract of Rutherford’s talk to a joint Section A & Section B Session in
Melbourne on The Structure of Atoms & Molecules & it appears that a similar presentation was
given in Sydney on” Atoms & Electrons”. Rutherford highlights the compelling evidence of his
nuclear atom from the Wilson Cloud Chamber photographs & the Zeeman Effect initially & later
experiments subsequent to May 1911. He refers to the novel way in which Bohr has used quantum
theory in his development of the atom & also H G J Moseley’s work with the Periodic Table &
identifying where jumps have occurred indicating missing elements. For the general science
community Moseley’s results gave the strongest impetus to recognition of the new Rutherford-Bohr
atom.
Slide 20. H.G.J.Moseley & H.Tizard Fathers’ both on Challenger Expedition 1872-76.
It is noted as a matter of interest that the father’s of both Henry Tizard (1885-1959) & H G J Moseley
were both together on the Challenger Expedition of 1872-76. Henry Tizard attributed great value to
his trip out to Australia for the B.A.A.S for the contacts & long lasting friendships that he made.
Henry Nottidge Moseley (1844-91) & Thomas Henry Tizard (1839-1924) would be amongst the group
photo shown on HMS Challenger.
Slide 21. Rutherford at Sydney University on Gamma rays.
On Friday August 21 Rutherford gave a talk “On the origin & nature of Gamma rays from Radium.”
There is no abstract in the BAAS Report for this talk but I would imagine it would follow the lines of
his May 1913 research paper in the Phil.Mag part of which is shown & including a reference to
JPVM’s 1909 Phil Mag paper on “Secondary Gamma Radiation”. It would seem that there are 2
references by Rutherford in his published papers referring to JPVM viz. the May 1911 Structure of
the Atom & this Analysis of Gamma Radiation.

Slide 22. H.G.J. Moseley Spectroscope.
From the BAAS Report:
“ Mr. H G J Moseley explained the results of his classification of elements by their X-ray spectra. The
frequency of the principal line in the X-ray spectrum is represented very closely by the formula y1/2
=K(N-B) where K & B are constants, & N an integer increasing by a unit as we pass from element to
element up the periodic table. If we take this atomic number N as ordinate, & the square root of the
principal frequency as abscissa, the different elements will therefore give points lying approximately
on a straight line. The secondary frequencies will at the same time give points on other straight lines.
The order of the elements determined by N is nearly that of increasing atomic weight, is evidently
the correct order corresponding to chemical properties. For example, the atomic weight gives the
order Cl,K, A, whereas the X-ray frequency gives the order Cl,A, K. The latter is the order required by
the Periodic Table. There are between aluminium & gold, 4 missing elements, indicated by the
double jump of N required to make the formula fit. These correspond generally to gaps indicated
also by the periodic law.” The missing Moseley elements were 43, 61, 72 & 75.
Slide 23. Moseley Atomic Number Calculation.
The table shown is reproduced from Moseley’s first paper in 1913 showing his atomic number
calculations for 10 elements (Calcium to Zinc) deriving atomic numbers 20 to 30. Evidently his
formula had become more refined by the time of the BAAS.
Slide 24. Moseley’s Periodic Table.
A complete list of Moseley’s atomic numbers that he identified by the “step ladder” process is
shown. The diary entry of Harry’s Mother, Mrs H.N.Moseley records the tragic news that Harry was
killed at Chunuk Bair, Gallipoli in the Dardenelles on August 10, 1915. Harry had enlisted with the
Engineers & August 10 was the day the Turks mounted a counter attack to recapture the hill at
Chunuk Bair which NZ & other forces had taken 3 or 4 days earlier.
Slide 25. Modern Periodic Table.
The valence shells for Helium, Neon & Argon are shown & according to the current method of
defining electron structures subshells ie. s, p, d & f which have a maximum of 2, 6, 10 & 14 electrons
respectively so that : 2 He Helium is 1s^2, 10 Ne Neon is [He] 2s^2 2p^6 & 18 Ar Argon is [Ne]3s^2
3p^6. These 3 elements have a closed shell where the valence shell is completely filled & are very
stable.
Slide 26. Spectra of Light Elements .(Visible Light).
In the spectra shown for light elements, Calcium appears to have a range of 400-440 nanometres ( a
nm is 10^-9 mtre).

